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"The field interval, AH, between peak and valley in Fig. 2
gives the magnetic moment directly by (phd/sA)(t&+&T)8=~,
where 5=1.06 is a first-order resolution correction which takes
into account the finite gate width and muon lifetime. The 5%
uncertainty comes principally from lack of knowledge of the
magnetic field in carbon. Independent evidence that g=2 (to

10%i comes from the coincidence of the polarization axis
with the velocity vector of the stopped p, 's. This implies that
the spin precession frequency is identical to the p cyclotron
frequency during the 90' net magnetic deflection of the muon
beam in transit from the cyclotron to the 1—2 telescope. We have
designed a magnetic resonance experiment to determine the
magnetic moment to ~0.03%.

"Note added in proof. —We have now observed an energy de-
pendence of a in the 1+a cos9 distribution which is somewhat
less steep but in rough qualitative agreement with that predicted
by the two-component neutrino theory (p~e+ v+ v) without
derivative coupling. The peak-to-valley ratios for electrons
traversing 9.3 g/cm2, 15.6 g/cm2, and 19,8 g/cm' of graphite are
observed to be 1.80~0.07, 1.84+0.11, and 2.20~0.10, respec-
tively.
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E have recently obtained a E -meson beam from
the Bevatron in which the intensity was greatly

enhanced by selection of particles emitted in the forward
direction. We further improved the usefulness of the
beam incident on our emulsion stacks by causing the
magnetically analyzed particles of 435 Mev(c to tra-
verse a polystyrene degrader of 18.36 g/cm' and
undergo a second bending of 180', thus discarding the
pion component of the beam. The remaining back-
ground tracks are chieAy muons and electrons. A small
emulsion stack exposed in order to evaluate the beam
has already yielded useful information. Although much
more work is planned on this and a larger stack, some
of the data now in hand are of sufhcient interest and
reliability for a preliminary report. In order to make
quantitative measurements the emulsion density was
carefully determined, and we employed our new range-

TABLE I. Measurements obtained from the interaction and decay
of negative X mesons in emulsion.

E mean life (1.46 o. ~'8))(10 ' sec
E -proton elastic scattering cross section (52 ~1+"))(10"cm'
E free path for inelastic collisions in emulsion 27.2& 2.3 cm
Z+ mass (from 2+~proton decay) (2327.8w 0.7) m,
Z mass (from Z —Z+ mass difference) (2341.5+ 2.3) m,
K mass (from X +p~Z++~ at rest) (965.3& 1.5) m,
E mass (from E +p~Z +7r+ in flight) (961.4& 3.3) m,
K mass (from X +p elastic collisions) (978 &25 ) m,,
Binding of Ao in AHe5 3.0& 0.6 Mev
Binding of A in gHe 1.2& 1.0 Mev
Binding of A' in pLi' 3.8& 3.0 Mev
Decay branching ratio (Z+~p+m )/(Z+~n+~+) 13/13
Frequency distribution of prongs from K stars at rest

Prongs 0: 1: 2: 3: 4: 5:6:7:8:9
Distrib. 36:43:63:30:28:20:9:2:2: 1

Frequency distribution of prongs from K stars in flight
Prongs 0: 1: 2: 3: 4: 5:6:7:8:9:10:11:12
Distrib. 16:22:46:34:31:14:8:4:0:1:1: 0: 1

Frequency distribution of prongs from X stars that emit hyper-
fragments

Prongs 1:2: 3: 4:5:6:7:8
Distrib. 1:3:11:12:6:3:2:3:1

Frequency distribution of hyperfragment prongs
Prongs 1: 2: 3:4:5:6:7
Distrib. 4:11:15'5'3:1:1

Frequency of hyperfragment emission from K stars 28/1152
Ratio of mesonic to nonmesonic decay of hyperfragments 9/42

energy curve. ' The numbers in Table I were derived
from along-the-track scanning of 1224K mesons. Of
these, 21 decayed in Right, 182 interacted inelastically
in Bight with emulsion nuclei, 6 scattered elastically
from free protons in the emulsion, 2 interacted in Right
with free protons to produce negative hyperons, and
only 2 interacted at rest with free protons to produce
charged hyperons (the two had opposite signs). The
K-meson energy interval for which the interaction cross
sections were calculated was 30 to 90 AIev. Analysis
of hyperfragments and their parent stars was carried
out on an IBAI 650 digital computer using a program
kindly supplied by Dr. C. Violet. We are greatly
indebted to Ernestine Beleal, Anna-glary Bush, Thoma
Davis, John Dyer, Renee Feldman, Hester Lowe, Lynn
Reynolds, and Toni Woodford for their conscientious
scanning work.
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'HE purpose of this note is to make known a
number of investigations concerning the energy

of interacting Fermi systems, All of these investigations


